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Hello SHAPE Colorado! 

While the weather in Colorado has not been very spring-

like the past month, it is indeed the end of another 

school year. For me, this year was like running on a 

treadmill; moving quickly but not going anywhere. But,

YOU DID IT, WE DID IT!! The heart and grit within our 

Colorado Health Education and Physical Education 

family has not gone unnoticed; you continued to show 

up for our Colorado students. Thank you for making the 

impossible possible.
Continued on next page… 
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Your SHAPE Colorado board made the decision last year to revisit the 

organization’s vision, mission and strategic goals. It is with great 

pleasure to share with you the new and improved SHAPE Colorado 

vision: to inspire everyone to live a healthy life. And our new mission: 

The Society of Health and Physical Educators of Colorado’s mission is 

to inspire and support diverse professionals to enhance the physical, 

mental social and emotional wellbeing of school communities. We are 

in the developmental stage of revamping our strategic goals; with the 

focus of equity, diversity and inclusion at the forefront.

We are so excited and hopeful that the annual SHAPE Colorado 

convention will be back in person this year, September 30th-October 

2nd at the Hyatt Regency Aurora/Denver Convention Center and 

Hotel. The SHAPE CO Convention Committee has secured some 

amazing presenters around Equity and Culturally Responsive 

Teaching, Health Education, Technology and Physical Education you 

won’t want to miss.

Last year's Health.Moves.Minds 24 hour Exercise Relay proved to be 

not only a ton of fun for SHAPE Colorado board members to 

participate in, but also a successful fundraising event that we 

conducted our 2nd Annual 24hr Exercise Relay April 30th-May 

1st. Huge shout out to Dr. Jaimie McMullen for coordinating the event 

that again, was successful; we raised $1620 (our goal was 

$1500). Also, a special THANK YOU to our technology expert, Ben 

Wells; for ensuring the event was livestreamed. Check out the 10 

minute recap if you missed it.

Continued on next page…
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http://www.shapeco.org/convention/
https://youtu.be/XmLU7VxIfCU


SHAPE Colorado members are so fortunate to have a devoted 

Professional Development Committee. This committee has been on 

fire this year; working hard to bring a wide variety of virtual 

professional development opportunities to our members. Just 

recently, they held Adapted Physical Education, DrumFit and Health 

Education sessions. Keep your eyes out for more engaging sessions 

in the future.

The SHAPE Colorado’s Advocacy committee is always at work for our 

members. This committee is here to advocate for all students in 

Colorado. Recently, they were called upon to help support our 

Physical Educators in District 51, as they are facing significant 

changes to their Adapted Physical Education program due to 

funding. The Advocacy committee, on behalf of SHAPE Colorado 

drafted a letter to be sent to District 51 Board Members opposing the 

proposed changes to the Adapted Physical Education program 

because it is not what is best for students. If you and/or your district 

could use some advocacy support, please reach out to me or a 

SHAPE Colorado board member; we are here for YOU!!

In closing, I want you to know I am extremely proud of each and every 

one of you. I cannot thank you enough for your grace, persistence 

and support shown towards our Colorado students this school 

year. Now is time for you to unplug, reset and recharge!!

Stay HEALTHY,

Deanne

deanne@shapeco.org
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Donna Carey

SHAPE CO 

Convention Manager
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It’s never too early to start planning for fall!  

Convention 2021 promises to be an exciting one.  As 

of now, we are planning on an in-person convention!  

Pre-Convention workshops are taking shape.  We are 

bringing in Charla Krahnke for secondary, Chris 

Walker for elementary, Ben Wells for Technology, and 

a Health Teacher of the Year!  Dr. Martha James-

Hassan will be our keynote speaker on Equity, 

Diversity and Inclusion. What an exciting line-up!

Convention 2021!

Pre-Convention workshops and general convention will be held at the

Hyatt Regency Aurora-Denver Conference Center from Thursday 

September 30 – Saturday October 2. 
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The SHAPE Colorado website will be updated with additional 

convention details.  This is your one stop resource for session 

proposals, guestroom reservations, awards nominations, and exhibitor 

info. 

The SHAPE Colorado Board 

cannot wait to see everyone 

again!  If you have any 

questions, please contact me 

at convention@shapeco.org.

https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/colorado/hyatt-regency-aurora-denver-conference-center/denhy?src=corp_lclb_gmb_seo_nam_denhy
http://www.shapeco.org/convention/
mailto:convention@shapeco.org
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Are you passionate about health and physical education? Have 

you wondered how you could get involved with SHAPE CO and 

take your passion to the next level? Well, now is your chance; 

read this article for information and instructions!

The SHAPE CO board meets a few times throughout the year in-

person and online to do the work of the association on behalf of 

our members. Generally, board meetings consist of whole group 

work and small group work where committees work on specific 

tasks. Current SHAPE CO committees include Advocacy, 

Convention, Awards, Professional Development, and 

Membership. In addition, we have targeted groups who work on 

behalf of emerging leaders and pursue fundraising opportunities, 

among other things!

We are looking for a diverse group of passionate and enthusiastic health 

education and physical education professionals to join our board for the 

2021/2022 board-term year!

2021/2022 will be an exciting year for SHAPE CO. The board will be busy 

working on initiatives centered around quality physical education at all levels, 

virtual/remote/hybrid learning support, health education, programs to help 

support Colorado schools with fundraising efforts, continuing our advocacy work, 

and other exciting opportunities. The SHAPE CO board is full of dedicated 

educators who provide vital contributions to the association, plus we know how 

to have fun! Please consider joining us, or continuing with us, next year as we 

continue to educate and inspire Coloradans to achieve active, healthy lifestyles!

Members of SHAPE CO that are interested in joining the 2021/2022 Board of 

Directors must complete their intent to self-nominate for a board position 

through THIS form and/or notify Terry Jones (terry@shapeco.org) by August 

18th to be added to the slate of officers that will be voted on by the membership 

at the Annual SHAPE Colorado Convention. Board term is one year.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSenoy6dfr_XdwtA9ETM-Ocb_oFyHt_V09FT5ISA2Bmk6-7Y6w/viewform
mailto:terry@shapeco.org
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Colorado Adapted Physical Education: 

Advocacy and Education

8

Bryan Wickoren

JeffCo Public Schools

SHAPE CO Board

Member

Recently among Colorado School Districts, there has been 

some misinformation around adapted physical education and 

the Federal Law, IDEA.  This article will help clarify some of 

this information, and there are several Colorado Department 

of Education (CDE) Adapted Physical Education resources 

available:

• APE Brochure - English

• Technical Assistance: Adapted Physical Education 

(APE)
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Continued on next page…

Adapted Physical Education is a direct service that is provided to a student 

with a disability; NOT a setting, placement, program, or a related service.  

Students with a documented disability can receive adapted physical education 

when they are unable to meet grade level outcomes, because their unique needs 

require they receive a different physical education program from their grade level 

peers.

The Federal Law (PL 94-142, PL 101-476, PL 105-17, PL 108-446) mandates 

the following in regard to physical education and students with disabilities: 

§300.26 Special education and defines Physical Education as the development 

of: physical and motor skills, fundamental motor skills and patterns (throwing, 

catching, walking, running, etc.), and skills in aquatics, dance, and individual and 

group games and sports (including intramural and lifetime sports).   

Adapted Physical Education is a Special Education Service.  Physical 

Education is Not a Grade Level Requirement in Special Education.  

https://www.cde.state.co.us/cdesped/brochure_ape_english
https://www.cde.state.co.us/cdesped/ta_ape
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Adapted physical education, occupational therapy, and physical therapy are 

not interchangeable services. Occupational therapy and physical therapy are 

related services to assist a child with a disability to benefit from special 

education under IDEA Sec. 300.34 (a).iii

Can a related service like physical or occupational therapy replace 

physical education?

NO. Related services that might involve gross and/or fine motor skill training 

such as Occupational Therapy and Physical Therapy must be individually 

prescribed and clearly justified on a student’s IEP.

The CDE Adapted Physical Education Advisory Council has been working on 

the revision of the CDE Adapted Physical Education Guidelines for Colorado 

Schools, with the goal to be available to Colorado schools in the Fall of 2021.  

The 38th Annual Colorado Junior Wheelchair Sports Camp – VIRTUAL 

will be Monday, June 7-11, 2021; daily 9am – 12:30pm.  Information can be 

found on the website: www.coloradojuniorwheelchairsportscamp.org

Try to keep a few things in mind 

when working with students with 

disabilities: 

✓ Be creative

✓ Ask them what they would like 

to do

✓ Focus on the student’s ability, 

not their disability  

http://www.coloradojuniorwheelchairsportscamp.org/
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Raising Money for Underfunded HPE Programs…

and Having FUN while Doing It! 

11

Jaimie McMullen

SHAPE CO Board

Member

From noon on Friday, April 30th until noon on Saturday, May 

1st the SHAPE Colorado Champions participated in the 2nd

Annual 24hr Exercise Relay to raise money for underfunded 

physical education programs! For the relay participating 

team members signed up for shifts so that at least one 

person from the team was being active for the whole 24 

hours. Each participant would sign-in to a Google Meet for 

their shift and the whole event was livestreamed on our 

YouTube page. Exercise methods ranged from dancing to 

rowing – and special shout-outs are deserved for those who 

exercised during the “overnight” shifts. Over 20 SHAPE 

Colorado Board Members participated in the relay and 

several others supported by encouraging donations, 
cheering on participants and sharing posts on social media. 

Continued on next page…
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We did this fundraiser through SHAPE America’s health.moves.minds

program – so the actual management of the fundraising was taken care of 

for us! In total, we raised $1620, which exceeded our goal of $1500 – and 

we will receive 50% of that back in Gopher gift cards which we will donate 

to local schools who need support purchasing equipment for their health 

and physical education programs! Click on this link to check out a 10min 
recap of the event: https://youtu.be/XmLU7VxIfCU

Interested in doing your own 

fundraiser using 

health.moves.minds? They 

offer flexible fundraising 

options when you sign up for 

the health.moves.minds

program to help you make the 

biggest impact in your school 

& community! Signing up for 

the program is FREE and you 

not only have access to the 

fundraising platform, but you 

also get the awesome social-

emotional learning curriculum 

that the program offers. To 

sign-up and learn more about 

the program visit: 

https://www.shapeamerica.or
g/events/healthmovesminds/

Raising Money for Underfunded HPE Programs…

and Having FUN while Doing It! (continued)
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https://www.shapeamerica.org/events/healthmovesminds/?hkey=75895adf-4f7c-4ec5-b5a9-cb0681b4a2df
https://youtu.be/XmLU7VxIfCU
https://www.shapeamerica.org/events/healthmovesminds/
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Major Levers in Addressing Educator Stress

Jim Davis, Ed.M, MA, RSCC*D

SHAPE America Member

Director, Good Athlete Project

Continued on next page…

Educators have been impacted by a year full of uncertainty, fear, and almost 

constant adaptation. Staff stress is a growing concern. Madeline Will (author at 

Education Week) notes that staff stress is problem for the entire system of 

education, as “staff stress, more than low pay, is the main reason public school 

teachers quit”(Will, 2021). That was true before the pandemic. Things seem to 

be getting worse.

The Mayo Clinic provides resources for people to identify sources of their own 

stress, which exposes an important question in this pressing situation: if 

stressors are not always obvious in oneself, then how can one make predictions 

regarding educators at large? (Mayo Clinic, 2019)

It is a serious dilemma. The solution is never clear, but the approach should be 

twofold: 1) identify anchor concepts and 2) adjust by context where possible. It 

can be difficult but necessary work. 

In December of 2020, the Good Athlete Project surveyed twenty-two (22) active 

staff members at a Chicago-area high school using a Google Form survey. We 

used a Likert scale of 1-5 with 1 indicating the lowest level of stress and 5 

indicating the highest level of stress. The survey also included a series of 

questions regarding personal health and wellness (stress, sleep, and social 

interaction). What we found was significant, though not surprising: nearly 65% of 

respondents reported experiencing high levels of stress (4 or above). We then 

dug a little deeper to understand context-specific concerns. What we found was 

surprising and can inform future interventions focused on alleviating staff stress. 
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/education/2021/01/04/covid-19-teachers-mental-health-suffering-during-pandemic/4091864001/
https://www.edweek.org/teaching-learning/teachers-are-stressed-out-and-its-causing-some-to-quit/2021/02
https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/stress-management/in-depth/stress-management/art-20044151
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Social Creatures

Human beings are social by nature. We are a species that survives and thrives through 

cooperation (Nature, 2018). For that reason, we assumed that staff members 

experiencing high levels of stress might also be experiencing low levels of peer 

connection. At first glance, the relationship of low peer connection to high stress seemed 

to hold up – side-by-side, the graphs appear to be near-exact inversions of one another, 

with 65.2% of participating staff reporting high levels of stress (Figure 1) while 68.2% 

reporting low levels of peer connection. Could lack of peer connection be an “anchor” 

variable?

Further investigation of individual responses shows that the correlation is not as strong as

it initially seems. From all participants reporting high levels of stress, only 60% indicated a

low level of peer connection. From the participants reporting low levels of stress, only one

of them also reported a high level of connection. The relationship is not linear (low peer

connection ≠ high stress, and high connection did not necessarily lower stress levels).

In pursuit of contextual specificity, we conducted informal follow-up with survey

participants. This led us to believe that a break from interaction with coworkers was –

interestingly enough – welcomed. Staff members said that they were able to selectively

communicate with work peers, as needed. This might not hold up across all populations

and it is important to note that all of the people we surveyed had families, so isolation was

not a significant factor. They all maintained their jobs through the lockdown, so financial

insecurity was not a factor. Still, the fact that they did not seem to miss out on peer-to-

peer connection in a way that affected their stress levels was an important discovery.

There must be have been something else going on.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-018-0389-1
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Sleep and Stress

The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) recommends 7-9 hours of sleep per night for 

adults. The national average has been steadily declining to a measly 6.8 hours per 

night. The U.S. is, strictly speaking, a sleep deprived nation (Davis, 2019). The 

correlations between sleep and stress are clear. The American Psychological 

Association recently released data on the relationship between stress and sleep which 

identified higher levels of overall stress in a sleep deprived population (APA, 2013). 

The correlations of sleep quantity to self-reported stress levels in school staff was 

convincing. Fifteen (15) staff members reported high levels of stress. From that 

stressed out population, 73.33% also reported low levels of sleep. 

Eight staff members reported medium/low levels of stress. From that ‘less stressed’ 

population, 75% reported high levels of sleep. Five staff members reported sleep 

quantities that the CDC would unequivocally describe as sleep deprived (between 5 

and 6 hours/night). From that population, 100% also reported high levels of stress. In 

this small group of educators, it was clear that healthy sleep resulted in low levels of 

stress more often than not, and sleep deprivation seems directly related to high levels 

of stress. It seems that sleep, even more than lack of peer connection, might play a 

role in staff stress through these uncertain times.  

Those with high stress and 

poor sleep also reported 

feeling more irritable, sluggish 

or lazy, and having trouble 

concentrating. In our review, 

54.6% of responding staff 

members could safely be 

described as sleep deprived, 

with another 18.2% of 

respondents right on the edge. 

Only 27.3% of these school 

employees consistently 

received adequate sleep.

https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2016/p0215-enough-sleep.html
https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/uk/19/01/sleep-deprived-nation
https://www.apa.org/news/press/releases/stress/2013/sleep#:~:text=Adults%20who%20sleep%20fewer%20than,6.2%20hours).
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Interpretation and Implications on School Climate

From the group of surveyed educators, sleep deprivation (between 5-6 hrs) led to high 

stress 100% of the time. Sleep matters. Sleep deprivation will almost assuredly lead to 

higher levels of stress. That said, sleep improvement does not necessarily align with 

low stress. From the eleven staff members who reported high sleep quantity, only 

54.55% also reported medium/low levels of stress.

Since high levels of sleep do not guarantee low levels of stress, but low levels of sleep 

predispose one to high levels of stress, schools should work to improve healthy sleep 

standards within their faculty and staff. Initiatives built to alleviate staff stress without 

first addressing staff sleep (and other physiological wellness habits) are not likely to 

succeed (Davis, 2020). Improved sleep might not alleviate stress, but absence of sleep 

almost certainly promotes it.

If a school wants to support the sleep of their employees, here are three keys to 

consider:

1. Understanding. Do staff members understand how sleep impacts their 

performance? How it impacts their relationships and, of course, their levels of 

stress? While it may seem obvious, it is often overlooked. Professional 

development in this area is essential to bridge the understanding gap.

2. Motivation. Staff support should align with the motives of the staff. A school 

should align initiatives (including professional development to support 

Understanding) with the goals of the staff. This sort of motivational investigation is 

standard practice in business (Indeed, 2021). We should work toward this 

alignment in schools as we move toward healthy sleep practices.

3. Access. Do staff members have access to a sufficient sleep opportunity? If the 

culture of education continues to push its high achievers to burn the candle at both 

ends, staff stress can be expected. If the goal of a school is to minimize staff 

stress, then the structures of the school itself should be examined. Start times 

influence wake times. It is possible that schools everywhere have created systems 

which increase the likelihood of sleep deprivation in their staff, ultimately (and 

likely, unintentionally) increasing staff stress (Davis, 2019).

https://www.alaskasleep.com/blog/are-you-stuck-sleep-nutrition-and-wellness-trends
https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/career-development/motivation-questions-for-employees
https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/uk/19/01/sleep-deprived-nation
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Increasing understanding, motivation, and access surrounding staff sleep seems to be 

working for the group we surveyed in Chicago. 

After confronting the alignment of sleep and stress, one of the initial participants in the 

Chicago-area survey began to prioritize sleep in a way she previously had not. “I’ve 

been working [in the school] for 23 years,” she said, “and I’ve never felt this good 

coming into work.” She reports being more patient with students and co-workers. She 

continually acknowledged how good she felt, adding that she is now, “less foggy, less 

angry.”
She also mentioned that improved sleep has led 

to improved engagement with other de-stressing 

strategies. For instance, she has added 

breathing and mindfulness to her daily routine. 

One of her favorites, a gratitude practice, “used 

to be hard to keep up, now I can sit with it longer 

and I do it almost every day.” 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

As we look to alleviate negative stress in the lives of educators, we will want to 

accurately identify key factors – the “anchor” components – to that stress. While sleep 

is not a cure for all concerns, physiological health and wellbeing serves as the bedrock 

upon which other initiatives can be built. Health is always a good place to start. During 

times of uncertainty, fear, and almost constant adaptation, we might all benefit from 

starting with a good night’s sleep.   
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TrueSport: We value champions. We champion values.
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Rebecca Wylie, Ph.D.

SHAPE CO 

Board Member

Continued on next page…
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As advocates for our community, it is always exciting when a new 

program is found that aligns with our mission of inspiring everyone to 

live a healthy life. Luckily for us, this organization and program are 

housed here in Colorado Springs. The U.S. Anti-Doping Agency 

(USADA) strives to positively influence the world of sport, grassroots 

and beyond. One way in which they are achieving this is through the 

TrueSport program. TrueSport was launched in 2012 after USADA 

surveyed American adults asking their impressions on youth sports. 

Findings from the survey showed most respondents believed youth 

sports should not only teach the fundamentals of sports, but also 

provide foundational life skills such as leadership, accountability and 

perseverance. 

Unfortunately, most respondents were not confident youth sports programs were actually

providing this information. Seeing an opportunity to not only address the survey findings but, 

also doping, which at its core deals with the issue of integrity and values not just drugs, 

TrueSport was formed. As an initiative of USADA, TrueSport is tasked with the mission of 

changing the culture of youth sport by providing powerful educational tools to equip young 

athletes with the resources to build life skills and core values for success on and off the field 

(TrueSport.org, 2021). 

TrueSport offers coaches, parents, and physical educators a 

variety of resources including a library of lessons created 

with the guidance of coaches, elite-athletes, physicians, and 

educators. The TrueSport Lessons for elementary and 

middle school students are designed to introduce them to 

“life skills and core values for success” and include lesson 

topics such as nutrition, hydration, leadership, and goal 

setting (Truesport.org, 2021). For older students, the 

Lessons expand to cover energy drinks, dietary 

supplements, performance-enhancing drugs, body image 

and performance anxiety as well as other topics. All of the 

TrueSport Lessons are designed to be fully adaptable, 

complementing what is already happening in the classroom. 

Interested school districts have the option to purchase a 

commercial license for the TrueSport program which 

includes delivered monthly content and discounted access to 

the new TrueSport Coaching Education Program, in addition 

to the Lessons. 



TrueSport: We value champions. We champion values. (continued)
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For coaches, the recently launched TrueSport Coaching Education Program offers 

four-e-learning modules, focused on Coaching Philosophy and Ethics, Performance-

Enhancing Drugs, Supplements, and Energy Drinks. The online program is 

recognized by the National Committee for Accreditation for Coaching Education for 

alignment of curriculum with the SHAPE National Standards for Sport Coaching in 

Ethical Practices. 

In order to support and enhance 

their range of programs, TrueSport 

welcomes a team of Athlete 

Ambassadors each year to share 

the lessons they’ve learned through 

their sport. The TrueSport Athlete 

Ambassador program consists of 

Olympians, Paralympians, and 

team USA athletes who inherently 

practice TrueSport in action.

The TrueSport program is available to the community at www.TrueSport.org. The 

team at TrueSport aims to assist every parent, coach, educator and future 

educator with support and resources needed to pursue the three cornerstones of 

their program: Character Building and Life Skills, Sportsmanship, and Clean and 

Healthy Performance. For more information you can contact TrueSport at 

TrueSport@TrueSport.org or www.truesport.org. 

Note: I would like to thank Dr. Jennifer Royer, Senior Director of TrueSport and 

Awareness and the TrueSport team for taking the time answer my questions and 

provide me with information on TrueSport. 

http://www.truesport.org/
mailto:TrueSport@TrueSport.org
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Advocating for Health and Physical Education during the Pandemic

Karen Marley

SHAPE CO 

Board Member

Our profession is more important today than ever before. Our 

students have experienced a variety of learning modes, including in-

person, virtual, and hybrid. Given the events of the past year, we in a 

position to be able to support our students through teaching them 

various health skills in the areas of social emotional learning (SEL) 

and health-related fitness. To ensure students get the opportunities 

to gain these valuable skills in this critical time, it is essential that we 

are proactive and work with colleagues to provide cross -curricular 

collaboration to ensure that students are getting their needs met.

➢ Seek and find appropriate resources. There are many websites, webinars, workshops, 

books, research articles, and podcasts that show exercise, mindfulness, SEL, and mental 

health are beneficial not only in physical education class but in all classes. SHAPE 

Colorado and SHAPE America websites are a great start. Be sure to share this 

information with your administrators.

➢ Determine the amount of CARES Act money your school district is getting or has 

received. How is it being spent? Can your school receive any of that money? Suggest to 

your administration that professional development on SEL topics for health and physical 

education teachers and other teachers in the school could be a wise investment.

What Can We Do?

March 2021

Volume 47, Issue 3

Health and physical education are academic 

classes that should be included as part of students’ 

well-rounded education – especially during a global 

pandemic. Schools can encourage healthy 

behaviors that may have been lacking over the 

past year by continuing to provide physical 

education and health education regularly. We all 

know that active and healthy students are better 

learners. Teaching health (e.g., SEL) skills through 

physical education and health education can help 

students navigate the many challenges they are 

facing. All we have to do is advocate for it!

This Photo by Unknown Author 

is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

https://mennoknight.wordpress.com/2015/05/07/the-history-of-the-renewal-movement-part-1/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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The SHAPE Colorado Journal is published on a quarterly basis. The purpose is to keep 

members up to date with happenings around the state, share teaching ideas, and provide 

information relevant to the SHAPE Colorado mission.

Submissions should be between 300 and 400 words and have appropriate citations where 

necessary (research articles can be longer – please contact editor). Authors are encouraged 

to include photos to help emphasize key article points. Please proofread articles prior to 

submission.

Anyone may submit articles to the journal. Prospective authors should submit their article, 

name of article, professional headshot to accompany article and any other materials needed 

for publication using the submission form.

Each journal will offer a theme, but the submission does not have to follow it. It can be written 

based on anything that meets the SHAPE Colorado Mission and Vision. The author may 

choose to have an “Editor/Peer-reviewed” process (typical) or a “Blind Review” process (for 

scholarly articles).

For more information, please contact the SHAPE Colorado Journal editor at: 

Jennifer.Krause@unco.edu

Submit your article through our online submission form:

http://www.shapeco.org/shape-colorado-journal/

Submit YOUR Article for the Next SHAPE CO Journal!

SHAPE Colorado Journal Editorial Team

Editor: Jennifer Krause

Reviewers: Dannon Cox, Xiaoping Fan, & Taemin Ha

June 2021

Volume 47, Issue 4

http://www.shapeco.org/shape-colorado-journal/

